Battle of the River Plate

1939

Battle of the Denmark Strait

1941

Forces involved

Forces involved

KRIEGSMARINE (KM)
Unit 1: PB Admiral Graf Von Spee.
ROYAL NAVY (RN)
Unit A: CL Ajax.
Unit B: CA Hexeter.
Unit C: CL Achilles.

KRIEGSMARINE (KM)
Fleet 1: BB Bismarck(a); CA Prinz Eugen(b)
ROYAL NAVY (RN)
Fleet A: BB Hood (1), Prince of Wales(2).
Historical notes
In May 1941, the battleship Bismarck and the heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen trying to enter the Atlantic forcing the
Denmark Strait.The Hood and the Prince of Wales walked in line ahead towards the German ships Bismarck
and Prinz Eugen making contact with the Germans in
the early morning, May 24, 1941 at about 5:52, with
strict orders to sink the Bismarck.

Historical notes

The Admiral Graf von Spee was at sea since the beginning of World War II and had sunk several merchant
ships. The Royal Navy picked up the strength to go in search of the German ship. The G-Force, the South American Division, comprised the heavy cruiser class County,
York type, Exeter and two Leander class light cruisers:
the Ajax and Achilles.
Unable to divide his force, Commodore English suspected that the German ship would try to take the next shot
to the merchant who left the estuary of the Río de la
Plata, between Argentina and Uruguay. The three cruisers gathered off the estuary December 12 and began
to maneuver.
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Conditions of mission

Conditions of victory

Geo: coastal outlines highlighted on the map,
two sandbanks of the approximate diameter of 25
cm
Meteo: calm sea
Speciali: none

The objective of the English force is to sink the
Graf Spee or damage so
that it can no longer operate. The objective of the
Graf Spee is to leave the
contest area with a capacity for maneuver than their
pursuers.
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Conditions of mission

Conditions of victory

Geo: offshore
Meteo: calm sea
Speciali: none

The objective of the strength of Germany is to release
at least the Bismarck on
the opposite side of the
field, the short side, with
ability to move faster than
their pursuers. Objective
of the English force is to
eliminate the Bismarck

